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Your organization holds valuable data – from 
confidential company credentials to customer PII to 
industrial IP – so you’re at risk of attack.

But what if you could detect and prevent attacks 
before they happen using trustworthy, accurate 
cyberthreat intelligence?

Blueliv scours the open, deep and dark web to 
deliver fresh, automated and actionable threat 
intelligence, delivered through a pay-as-you-need, 
bespoke modular interface.

By looking beyond your perimeter, we help you 
protect your network from the outside in.

Cybercriminals are using more sophisticated techniques 
than ever to attack enterprises and governments.

Cybercriminals are becoming more successful 
each year

The data held by your organization is 
increasingly valuable

Look outside your perimeter and protect your 
organization

Actionable cyberthreat intelligence can detect 
and prevent attacks

Know what your enemies are planning and 
mitigate risk



As a cloud-based platform, Blueliv made it easy for us to implement. With the flexibility to configure and 
tailor any module, Blueliv enables us to proactively address specific cyber threats targeting any given 
client and provide actionable information to help take action. It’s the best of all worlds.

Global Security Managing Director,  

Threat Compass
Eliminate blind spots in your threat landscape

We use sophisticated algorithms to deliver actionable, automated cyberthreat intelligence from open, closed and 
private sources. This makes it easier to identify and manage real threats targeting your organization.

For faster decision-making and accelerated performance.

Its built from a customizable group of targeted modules, backed up by our world-class in-house analyst team. 
Enrich and contextualize threats so you can detect attacks, defend your assets and understand your adversaries’ 
plans before they strike.

We don’t believe in a one-size-fits-all approach and work with you to configure a highly modular solution 
bespoke to your needs.

Full API and flexible plugins mean it is frictionlessly integrated with your existing setup… in minutes, not months… 
so you can process relevant, actionable threat intel more efficiently than ever before.

Download the datasheet

https://www.blueliv.com/products/threat-compass/
https://www.blueliv.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Blueliv_Threat-Compass.pdf


Business Benefits

The broadest protection outside your perimeter

React faster with actionable and relevant business threat intelligence. Blueliv covers a broader 
range of cyberthreats than any other service and enables you to process a higher volume of threat 
data with its unique capabilities and user-friendly functionality.

The freshest data for dynamic response 

Reduce information overload with trustworthy, timely intelligence. Simplify threat data analysis, 
reduce false positives, and accelerate incident response and remediation.

Proactive, automated detection and monitoring

Threat Compass continuously delivers real-time information about botnets and malware. Maximize 
limited security team resource and enable smarter orchestration and remediation with ongoing 
monitoring and analysis.

Easy to deploy, easy to set up, easy to operate 

The cloud-based platform provides instant, user-friendly evidence, accessible to all levels of 
expertise. Setup requires no onsite installation and minimal technical training. You’ll see results 
instantly. We also provide a ready-to-use API enabling seamless integration with third party systems.

Defend your assets, brand and reputation 

Stronger cyberdefense protects your balance sheet from financial losses and compliance penalties. 
Safeguard your corporate assets and reputation by mitigating the potential impact of cybercrime 
on your organization.
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How does it work?
Holistic and adaptive security infrastructure 

Blueliv automatically gathers and processes data from millions of sources in the open, deep and dark web, 
extracting what is relevant to you. 

We use unique technologies to deliver the freshest data to our customers, in real-time.
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As we see new threats and need new types of protection, Blueliv has it for us and we can immediately 
switch it on. There is no downtime, no need for hardware, and no need to wait for a new software release.

Head of Global  CERT



Machine Readable Threat Intelligence Feed
Timely and accurate intelligence streams

In addition to our targeted Threat Compass solution, we supply highly accurate and verified global data feeds that 
you can integrate into your existing SIEM and other security appliances, to detect and prioritize advanced threats. 
Counter a higher volume of known, unknown and emerging cyber threats at pace with the Blueliv MRTI feed. 

Crimeservers Bot IPs Attacking IPs Malware hashes Hacktivism ops TOR IPs 

Flexible and fast 
deployment through APIs, 

plugins and SDKs

Unlimited threat intel 
streamed in real-time

Validated and enriched 
data to contextualize 

every threat

Delivered in STIX/TAXII 
standard

MRTI Feed

Intelligence types

Benefits

Technical Alliances
Frictionless integration

Our solutions use custom APIs and plug-ins to work seamlessly with your CERT, SOC, and SIEM.

Partnering with Blueliv went smoothly and we were able to develop a tailor-made program that perfectly 
fits our business model. SecureLink Germany and the industry more broadly are putting a major 
emphasis on threat intelligence right now, and Blueliv is at the heart of it.

Head of Sales,  Germany

Download the datasheet

https://www.blueliv.com/products/threat-intelligence-feed/
https://www.blueliv.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Blueliv_MRTI-Feed.pdf


To build the most effective cyberdefense, organizations must share intelligence as openly as possible – a hivemind 
of cybersecurity professionals fighting the bad guys is infinitely better than siloing ourselves. 

Our Threat Exchange Network is a global community of thousands of cybersecurity experts sharing the latest 
news, views, IOCs and more – united in the fight against cybercrime.

Analyze malware using our free proprietary sandbox, check your IPs with our live cyberthreat map, build your 
network and start collaborating. We want you to be a part of this wider cyberthreat ecosystem – join our fight 
against cybercrime today.

Blueliv Threat Exchange Network

Join the fight against cybercrime today

https://community.blueliv.com/
https://community.blueliv.com/
https://community.blueliv.com/


About Blueliv
Blueliv is a leading cyberthreat intelligence provider, headquartered 
from Barcelona, Spain. We scour the open, deep and dark web 
to deliver fresh, automated and actionable threat intelligence to 
organizations, helping protect their networks from the outside in. 
Blueliv’s scalable cloud-based technology turns global threat data into 
sophisticated, relevant intelligence. We enable organizations to save 
time and resource by accelerating incident response performance, 
providing user-friendly evidence accessible to all levels within 
cybersecurity operations teams. Our pay-as-you-need solution 
delivers an accelerated, predictive view of the threat landscape in 
real-time. We do not believe in a one-size-fits-all approach, and 
work together to configure a modular solution bespoke to your 
needs using separate intelligence modules, all backed up by our 
world-class in-house analyst team. Blueliv has been named ‘Threat 
Intelligence Company of the Year’ by Cybersecurity Breakthrough 
Awards, a Gartner ‘Cool Vendor,’ and Go-Ignite winner, in addition 
to holding affiliate membership of FS-ISAC for several years.

info@blueliv.com

linkedin.com/company/blueliv

twitter.com/blueliv

Blueliv ® is a registred trademark of Leap inValue S.L. in the United States 
and other countries. All brand names, product names or trademarks belong to 
their respective owners.
© LEAP INVALUE S.L. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

blueliv.com

https://www.blueliv.com/blog-news/corporate/cybersecurity-breakthrough-awards-2018/
https://www.blueliv.com/blog-news/corporate/blueliv-winner-of-go-ignite-the-scale-up-program-leaded-by-four-world-class-telcos/
https://www.blueliv.com/blog-news/corporate/blueliv-named-a-cool-vendor-by-gartner/

